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For u > 0 let y/,(x, y) = S a”‘“‘. the sum taken over all n. 1 < 11 < .Y such 
that if p is prime and pl n then u < p < y. It is shown for u < about 
(log log x/log log log x) that ‘P”(x. x”“) = x(log x)” ‘p,(u). where p,(u) solves a 
delay differential equation much like that for the Dickman function p(u). and the 
asymptotic behavior of p,(u) is worked out. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The Dickmande Bruijn function Y(x, J), the number of positive integers 
<.K and free of prime factors >y, has a family of less well-known relatives. 
Let 
Y,(x, 4’) = \’ acJ’n), a> 1. 
n<x 
n<p<YForPln 
The various Y,(x, y) for c( = 2, 3 ,..., are related to the large sieve, taking the 
role of !P(.u, JJ) when 2, 3 ,..., congruence classes are removed from an interval 
of integers for each sieving prime, instead of just one. 
We give asymptotic estimates for ul,(x, x”‘) similar to the well-known 
Y(x, xljU) - xp(u) and work out the asymptotic behavior of the analogous 
functions p,(u). This gives us a range u < (1 - F) log log .x/log log log x in 
which our estimate for Y,(x, x”‘) is accurate. When JJ > x the condition 
p < ~1 for p]rz is vacuously satisfied. The sums ul,(x) = Cndx,aipForp,n CI’(“’ 
have been studied extensively. Delange [6] has shown that for any prime q, 
any E > 0, and any integer k > 1 there exist functions G,(u),..., G,(a) 
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analytic in the complex disk /a 1 < q - E, and there exists C = C(q, k, E) such 
that 
\’ aR(n) 
- - t1 G,,(a)x loga-jx < Cx logaP’-‘x 
n <I I 
4GPifpln 
forx>2 and la/<q-c. 
We must hold a away from q because as a + q-, ul,(x) gets most of its 
mass from a few integers with many powers of q. For instance, 
lim Ya(2”) = q7 2”-k Yz(2k) E (fG,(2) log 2”)(2”(log 2”)‘) 
n-r2- k=O 
as n + co, while for any fixed a < 2, 
Y&) = 0(x log x). 
The function by which we approximate ly,(x, y) is x log”-‘xp,(u), where 
log’ x = (log x)‘, u = log x/log y, and p,(u) is determined by the conditions: 
(i) p,(u) = 0 for u < 0, and =G,(a) for 0 < u < 1, 
(ii) -u”pi(u) < a(u - I)“-‘p,(u - 1) for u > 1. 
2. AN INTERMEDIATE FUNCTION 
We use a function v,(x, y) introduced in 151 that is known to be a good 
approximation to ul,(x, y) and which obeys the same recursion as 
R,(x, y) =x log”-’ xp,(u). In outline we show Iv, - R,I small for y =x, 
and then reduce J’ while keeping x fixed and controlling the resulting error. 
DEFINITION. For y > x let v/,(x, y) = Ya(x, x). For 1 < J: <x let 
a/lay v,(x, y) = a log- ‘yv,(x, y) determine v/,(x, y). Let v,(x) = wa(x, x). 
For a prime q > 2, let q’ denote the largest prime less than q. For q = 2 let 
q’ = 1. From [5, Corollary 1 ] we have that for every prime q and for every 
F, 0 < E < 1. there exist C, > 0, C, > 0 such that if q’ < a < q - c, x > y > 1, 
and u = log x/log y then 
( Ya(x, y) - u/,(x, y)l < C,x loga-‘xU”( 1 + log(u + l))eec2 fi=. (2.1) 
For u < log log x/log log log x the e PC2 m factor makes this error 
bound much smaller than the bound we get for / ~~(x, y) - R,(x, y)l, and 
smaller than R,(x, y). The bottleneck seems to be the limited range in which 
R,(x, y) is a good approximation of v/,(x, y). At any rate, we have 
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THEOREM 1. For each prime q and for 0 < E < 1 there exists C(q, E) such 
that ifq’ < a < q - c, a > 1, and x > y > max(q, 3) then with u = log x/log y, 
I v&3 4’) -q&, Y)l < C(q, E)(U + l)“x(log xy2. 
Proof. The case 1 < a < 2 - E is a paradigm for the rest. From [S ] we 
have the next two propositions. 
Forhal, l<yh<x,andanya, 
w,(x, Y”) - W,(A Y> = a I’)‘* w&/t. t> dtllog t. ‘.v (2.2) 
Forh>l, l<yh<x,andanya, 
R,(x, yh) - R,(x, y) = a !.yh R,(x/t, t) dtllog t. 
Y 
(2.3) 
These two identities are easily proved by differentiating both sides with 
respect to h. 
Now from [6], Ye(x) = G,(a)x logamlx + G,(a)x logaP2x + 0(x log” 3x) 
uniformly in q’ < a < q - E. 
If a = 1, ul,(x) = [x] and the expansion of u’,(x) is 1 + x + 0 . x log- ‘x + 
0(x log-‘x), that is, G,(l) = 1 and G,(l) = 0. Since G,(a) and G,(a) are 
analytic in the complex disk /al < 2 - E we have G,(a) = 1 + (a - 1) H,(a) 
and G,(a) = (a - l)H,(a) with H,( a and H,(a) analytic in Ial < 2 - E. ) 
Thus uniformly in 1 < a < 2 - F and x > 3, 
1 v,(x) - R,(x)1 = x log” ‘x 1 a - 11 H2(a) + 0(x log” - ‘x). (2.4) 
The trick now is to peel y back from x to get a bound for 
I w,(x, y) - R,(x, y)l, starting with (2.4). Let E,(x, Y) = v’,(x-, Y) - R,(x, y> 
and let J,(x, n) = ~~~~~~~~~~~ IE,(x, y)l, where S(x, n) = ( y : x”” < y < x). 
We construct an increasing sequence (K,) such that J-(x, n) < K,x logam-*x 
for x > 3”-’ (n > 2), and J,(x, 1) ,< K,x logaP2x for x > ~‘3. We then show 
that there is a constant K(E) such that K, < K(&)na for n > 1. This will 
prove Theorem 1 (for q = 2) with C(q. E) = K(F). 
From (2.4) there is such a K,. If now fi < fi < y < x, from (2.2) and 
(2.3) we have 
IE,(x, y)l < Ia - 11 H,(a)x lognP2x + 0(x loge-lx) 
+ a 1” IE,(x/t, t)/ dt/log t. (2.5) 
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We break the integral at x/e and estimate SC,, as O(x/log x) = 
0(x log a-2~). The other part is, from (2.4), 
< (a - 11 H,(a)x ~~Y’et-‘(logx - log qaPz &/log t 
+ 0 x (-“’ (log x - log ,),-’ dt/log t 
‘Y 
With the substitution u = log x - log t this comes to 0(x loguP2x) 
uniformly in a, 1 < a < 2 - E. Using this and (2.4) we conclude there is a K, 
such that J,(x. 2) Q K,x loga-2~. 
Now we make the inductive assumption that there exists K,-, such that 
for .Y > 3”P2, 
IJ,(x, II - l)/ < K,p,x logaP2x. 
From (2.2) and (2.3) we have for x”‘~~” > y > xl”’ that 
E,(x, y) = E,(x, x”(+ ‘) ‘+a] E,(x/t, t) dtllog t; 
Y 
so for x > 3”-‘, 
lE,(x, ?,)I < lJ,(.c ~1 - 1 )I + a 1 /E&/t, t)l dt/log t. 
-xl” 
Now for x1”’ < t < .x”‘*~ “, 
x/t < t”- 1 and x/t > x (n-2)l(n-l) > 3~2 / 
Thus for xl”’ < t < x”(~~“, 
lE,(xl~ t)l< IJ&IL II - 1)l < K,p,(x/t) logam2(x/t). 
Thus for x 3 3”-‘, 
..yv,n II 
J,(x, n) < K,-,xlog”- ‘x + aK,_ ,x 1 t-’ logaPZ(x/t) dtllog t 
f Xl,n 
=xlogum2xKnp, -s)“‘ds/sj, 
on the substitution s = log t/log x. 
We take K, = K,-,(l + a J‘:$‘-” (1 - s)~-’ ds/s), for n > 2. The integral 
here is less than l/(n - 2), so log K, < log K, + CJ log( 1 + a/(j - 2)) < 
log K, + a(y + log n). (y = Euler’s constant.) Thus we can take K(E) = K?e”‘l 
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In Theorem 1 y > 3 and x = y’. Let n = 1 + [u 1. Then x = $’ > 
J +‘>3+’ so p,(x,y)j~J,(x,n),<K(&)nax(logx)“-2<C(q,&)(u+ 1)” 
x(log x)a 2, with C(q, e) = K(E). This proves Theorem 1 for q = 2. For 
intervals q’ < a < q - e with q > 2 the same argument works without need of 
special precautions when a is near 1. 
3. THE ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF p,(u) 
We restate the defining equations: p,(u) = 0 for u < 0, G,(a) for 
0 < u < 1, and -u*pL(u) = a(u ~ I)*-‘p,(u ~ 1) for u > 1. 
THEOREM 2. For arbitrary fixed a > 0, as u + co, 
log p,(u) = a log p(u/a) + i( 1 - a) log u + O(1). 
COROLLARY A. For fixed a, as u + co, 
log p,(u) = log p(u) + u log a( 1 + l/log u) + O(u(log log u)‘/(log u)‘). 
(This follou~ from Theorem 2 and de Bruijn’s estimate [ 3 I.)’ 
log p(u) = - u(log u + log log u - 1 + (log log u - 1 )/log 24 
+ O(log log u/log u). 
COROLLARY B. For fixed a > 1 and arbitrary E, 0 < t‘ < 1, 
Ya(x, xy = x(log x)“- ‘p,(u)( 1 + o(l)), 
uniforml~l in 1 < u < (1 - e) log log x/log log log x as x --$ 03. 
(This follows by straightforward calculation from the estimates (2.1) 
Theorem 1. and Theorem 2 for 1 ul, - v’, 1. 1 I+v/, - x(log x)O- ‘p,(u)l, and 
p,(u), respectively.) 
The proof of Theorem 2 is a variation on de Bruijn’s proof [ 3 1 of the 
asymptotic formula for p(u): 
v- P(U) &ew 
as u+co. 
I de Bruijn’s equations in j 2. 3) have been sharpened recently by K. Alladi. The Turan 
Kubilus inequality for integers without large prime factors, preprint. 
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There are two major steps in that proof. In [2], he shows that all solutions 
(p(u) is one) of d’(u) = j”i F(u - t) dt have the form F(u) = 
(C + O(u-I’*)} p(u). 
Aside from the fact that up(u) = jip(u - 1) df, one needs that p(u) is 
positive and, at least eventually, decreasing. In the present case, with U,(U) = 
11 “p’p,(u) we have UU,(U) = a ji (~,(a - t) dt. Thus a,(u) > 0 for u > 0. 
Thus p,(u) is decreasing on [ 1, co), hence, 
a,(u) = O(u”-‘), so us,(u) = a j” u,(s) ds = O(u”- ‘), 
-u--l 
and by iteration, lim,,, a,(u) = 0. Further calculation gives a,(u) < 
ua(u - 1) for large U, so (uu,(u))’ < 0 for large U, and u,(u) is eventually 
decreasing. We can, therefore, use 121 and conclude that all solutions (u,(u) 
is one) to uF(u) = a J‘;F(u - t) dt have the form (C + O(ZK’/‘)) u,(u). 
The other major step for de Bruijn’s formula is to construct a contour 
integral solution F,(u) to S(u) = JAF(u - t) dt and use the saddlepoint 
method to analyze it as u --$ 00. We put 
F,(u) = (hi)-’ f eeU’ exp a 1.’ s-‘(es - 1) ds dz, 
-w i "0 I 
where W is the path from co -in to -in, then to firr, and back out to 
in + co in straight line segments. Then the integral defining Fe(u) is 
absolutely convergent for real U, F,(u) is real-valued for real U, and 
uF,(u) = a j; F,(u - t) dt. 
Replacing the contour W by one through the real saddlepoint 5 :, 0 deter- 
mined by @ = a(& - 1) we have 
F,(u) z (2rr)“* exp (-u(+a ['sp'(es- I)&) a-"' (+(I -5 '1) -I" 
'0 
= (27pl+‘/*(l -<-)-l/2 exp -‘(e’- I)ds). 
Thus, logF,(u)=-ilogu-u<+ajis-‘(es- l)ds+O(l). Wenowshow 
that the constant C in F,(u) = (C + O(u-“*))p,(u) is positive, so that also 
logp,(u)=-ilogu-&+a (.‘sP’(e’- l)ds+O(l). (3.1) 
‘0 
From the asymptotic formula for F‘,(U), there is some interval [A,A + 11 
on which F,(u) is positive. Thus there exists c > 0 such that F,(u) - 
q,(u) > 0 on [A,A + 11. Now (F,(U) - q,(u)) satisfies uF(u) = 
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a j‘i F(u - t) dt, so it is positive for u > A and so C > c > 0. De Bruijn gives 
the asymptotic formula 13, Cl.611 
P(U)- &exp 1-j: se’-~t ’ ds[ (u+ CD), 
where 4 is the positive root of em - 1 = uQ. Thus, 
alogp(u/a)=-u~+a~‘s~l(eS-l)du-+talogu+O(l). 
0 
Together with (3.1) this gives log a,(u) = a log p(u/a) - 4( 1 - cx) 
log u + O(l), which is equivalent to Theorem 2. 
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